Year 2 Ideas for Home Learning
Maths












Practice counting in 2s, 3s and 5s
Partition 2-digit numbers in different ways (e.g. 23 = 20 + 3 and 23 = 10 + 13)
Make your own number line and 100 square and cover numbers up, children have to guess what numbers
are missing
Add and subtract amounts using objects around the house
Recognise coins and play shops at home
Play dice games such as Snakes and Ladders, Ludo and Dominoes
Practise number (and letter) formation. You can do this on paper, on a chalk board, with a squirty bottle of
water on the pavement in the garden, in shaving foam, in a tray of sugar/flour etc.
Cook or bake at home weighing out ingredients (Link to English - write out the recipe and instructions on
how to do it)
Look for and recognise 2D and 3D shapes around the house and garden
Learn to tell the time to the hour and to half past the hour. Notice this throughout the day.
Practice days of the week and months of the year. There are songs on YouTube to help.

English
Reading










Read a book.
Read some more!
Ask a grown-up to read you a story.
Read to a family member!
Read an article in the local newspaper!
Design a new front cover for one of Roald Dahl’s books.
Draw a picture of Mr Wonka’s chocolate room.
Read your favourite book again.
Make a poster advertising one of the characters in Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.

Writing




Send a postcard to one of your favourite characters in Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Put subtitles on your favourite programme and read the words on the screen
Become Roald Dahl and create 10 new gobblefunk words and their meanings (like splitzwiggled –
caught, or ucky-mucky - messy)

Ideas book
Roald Dahl kept an ideas book, where he wrote down all his best ideas. He thought good ideas were like
dreams, soon forgotten. Start your own ideas book.
Topic



Use some of the things laying around your home (like recycling or old boxes etc) and create an
object from Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Help your grown-ups make a well-balanced meal for your family and explain why it’s well balanced

